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September 4, 2014

ADOPTION ITEMS
A. Intergovernmental Agreement Among the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority, the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago and Mt. Prospect Park
District

As you know, Mt. Prospect Park District (MPPD) leases property referred to as the “cup site” from the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD).  As has been occasionally reported over
the past year at various park Board meetings, the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority (Tollway) is interested in
removing all of Pile B and possibly portions of Pile A (see exhibit B) for use on their upcoming highway
construction projects.

MWRD, the Tollway and MPPD have been working on an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) to address the
removal of the mounds and acceptable grading plan of the site for future development and use by the park district.
Page 2 of the IGA provides estimated time frames for the soil removal by the Tollway.

In addition, we received information from one of the firm’s working with the Tollway on their anticipated use of
the soil from the mounds:

 · The Tollway has committed to using Soil Pile B (the smaller)

 · Removal of soil would begin in 2015

 · It is estimated that the use of Pile B would be complete within 3 years based on our projected needs and
timing

 · Soil Pile B would be graded to a recreational grade – the final contour would be coordinated with the park
district

 · The Tollway has reserved the option to use Soil Pile A

 · The extent of use for Pile A is uncertain, therefore the Tollway has made no commitment to its use…the use of
Soil Pile A is dependent on soils furnished by contractors from other sources, and also dependent on the amount of
soils to be excavated from the airport corridor that are useable as fill/embankment.   If these latter conditions
satisfy a major portion of the embankments needs then little would be used from Pile A.  Conversely, if contractors
have no alternative sources, and airport soils are less useable, then Soil Pile A could be used to some extent.

 · If Soil Pile A were used the timing would range from 2018 to 2022.

The Tollway is acquiring several parcels of property from MWRD along the I-90 corridor near the Cup Site and
Majewski Park (see exhibit B).  The Tollway’s acquisition of these parcels from MWRD is anticipated to be
finalized by September 10.
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Once the parcels (exhibit B) have been acquired by the Tollway from MWRD, the two lease agreements between
MWRD and MPPD will be amended to delete these parcels of property from the Premises MPPD currently leases
from MWRD.

The IGA included in your packet had sat idle for several months and within the last week there has become a great
sense of urgency by the Tollway to get this IGA approved by both MWRD & MPPD to allow them to begin work
on the parcels they are acquiring from MWRD as well as have things in order to eventually begin removal of the
soil piles at the Cup Site.

Majewski Digital Reader Board Sign
In 1994, MPPD purchased and installed a large digital reader board sign at Majewski Park in an area which is
visible from I-90.  The parcel of land where this sign is located is being acquired by the Tollway, and we have
started discussion about the future of this sign (i.e. when it will need to be removed, other potential locations for
the sign, and funding the cost of a new digital reader board sign.  Based on the age old technology of the digital
reader board sign installed in 1994, it makes sense to pursue the installation of a new sign at Majewski Park.

Suggested Motion: I move to approve the Intergovernmental Agreement among the Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago and Mt. Prospect Park District as
presented.


